Instructions for Using

WIDTH EXTENSIONS

with Singercraft Guide No. 2

In order to increase the range of effects which may be obtained and the variety of articles made with your Singercraft Guide, these two width extensions have been designed to be attached to the wider prong of the Guide. With the aid of these extensions, it is now possible to make rows of Singercraft of four different widths. These are illustrated actual size at the left. The first row was made with the Guide only, the second with the aid of the narrow Guide so that the two knobs enter the holes in the Guide provided for this purpose. (See Illustration No. 1.) Then slide the extension toward the end of the Guide, being sure that both knobs engage in the little slots.

The Guide and extension are now ready for use. Wind the yarn and proceed in the same manner as if no extension were being used. (See Illustration No. 2.)

If you wish to use both extensions in combination in order to make the widest possible row, first attach the narrow extension to the Guide and then the wide extension to the narrow extension, as shown in illustration No. 2.

1. The wide extension being attached to the Guide.

extension, the third with the wide extension and the fourth with both extensions combined.

In order to use the extensions, first remove the cutting blade and guard as described in the instruction sheet supplied with your Guide. (The cutting blade is not used with the extensions.) Then attach the extension of the desired width as shown in illustration No. 1.

Hold the Guide, wider prong to the left, in the right hand, and the extension, with the little knobs up, in the left hand. Bring the extension up under the

2. The Guide with both extensions being used to make fringe.

You will note that holes are provided in each extension so that the other one may be attached to it. In all cases, be sure to bring the extension being attached up under the Guide or extension to which it is to be fastened.

If you wish the long loops to be cut, insert the blade of a pair of scissors and cut the loops in half after the sewing is completed.
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